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Indonesia Game Association
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Increase business values gained by local industry
- Connect local businesses with global opportunities
- Educate local investors on potential of game business

Lay internal supporting foundations
- Advocate stakeholders on regulations
- Bridge governments, industries, and academies

Lower the barrier of entry into video games
- Cultivate local talents to meet global standards
- Enable easier access to financial investments
- Sharpen business acumen and product management skills in 

local video game entrepreneurs

Accelerating the Growth of the Indonesian Video Game Industry.



AGI Members & Partners
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Game Developers and Publishers

Academic Institution

Government Support

Local Communities



Indonesian Game Market
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Indonesia is a mobile-first country where 
most gamers don’t own a PC or console,
mostly Android users

Top 100 games in Indonesia is mainly an 
online social multiplayer game.

Top 3 games is an competitive multiplayer

https://nikopartners.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Asia-Spotlight_Indonesia-March-2020.pdf 

https://nikopartners.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Asia-Spotlight_Indonesia-March-2020.pdf


Indonesian Game Market
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89.2% of Indonesians are anticipated to 
own a smartphone by 2025

Indonesians spent roughly 8.54 hours/week playing 
video games, slightly above the global average of 8.45 
hours/week. This number place Indonesia in the fourth 
place just below China, Vietnam, and India.

https://www.cekindo.com/blog/indonesia-banking-digital
https://www.cekindo.com/blog/indonesia-banking-digital


Indonesian Game Development Trend
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The local gaming sector is growing at a 
pace of CAGR 51% annually in 2020, 
greater than other Southeast Asian 
nations even Though it was only 0,4% 
compared to the Indonesian market size. 

Most of the local developers in Indonesia 
are indie, and 75% of revenue from the 
local game industry is from export and 
targeting for a single-player PC game.  





Brief information of key players in the Indonesian game industry
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Game Developers Game Publishers

The biggest local game 
company (300 employees) 
and has produced more than 
250 games

The most successful indie 
developer in Indonesia. One 
of the best performing titles is 
Coffee Talk

Indie dev with a focus on the 
artistic side of the game. 
Their most popular title is 
When The Past Was Around

The biggest local game 
publisher in Indonesia. They 
are the ones who publish 
Ragnarok in Indonesia

Local publisher in Indonesia. 
Already published game from 
Korea, Audition Online. 

New game publisher backed 
by a state-owned enterprise, 
Telkom



Government Effort To Grow The Indonesia Game Revenue
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In terms of revenue size, game 
developers from Indonesia are still 
behind other countries. From more than 
80 studios in Indonesia, most of them 
are still indies (small teams) with 
relatively small yearly revenue

That's why the government has been 
supporting the ecosystem so much, especially 
since this year. Their focus is to grow talent, to 
upscale indies, and to create regulations to 
help triple-A size companies established in 
Indonesia



Government Support For Indonesian Game Developers
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● Since this year, the 
coordinating ministry of 
Maritime Affairs and 
Investment Affair has 
instructed all of the related 
ministries to support the 
game development industry 
in Indonesia.

● They plan to have a push 
strategy (grow the 
ecosystem) and a pull 
strategy (create a 
game-changing regulation 
and program) to accelerate 
growth in Indonesia.

● A lot of focus and effort has 
been given by the local 
government.



Baparekraf Game Prime
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Game Prime is the biggest game exhibition in Indonesia, which 
is hosted by GGWP.id and AGI annually. Game Prime is attended 
by thousands of local game developers and game industry 
practitioners to exhibit and promote their games and meet with 
the Indonesian gamers. Game Prime goal is to promote and 
grow the Indonesian Game Industry

Game Prime is supported by:



Indonesia Game Developer eXchange
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Indonesia Game Developer eXchange (IGDX) is an annual 
conference for Indonesian Game Developers to exchange 
information, widen their connection, and collaborate together 
to increased Indonesian game development ecosystem.

IGDX is supported by:



Archipelageek
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ARCHIPELAGEEK is a program from Bekraf to Gather the best 
Indonesian game companies together to offer their products 
and services at global business events. The goal is to bridge 
opportunities and business deals with foreign publishers, 
investors, developers, and partners. In 2019, Indonesian Pavilion 
is exhibited at Gamescom and Game Connection America.

ARCHIPELAGEEK is supported by:



Government Support For Foreign Game Developers
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The Indonesian Government 

acknowledges a video game 

creation as one of the promising 

sectors to attract foreign 

investment. It was then listed in the 

latest Positive Investment List to 

combat the lack of investment in 

the gaming sector.

100% Tax Holiday for investment in special 
district, Singhasari, Malang

Tax Allowance for investment in Video Game 
Development activity

Super Tax Deduction for having an MoU with 
vocational institution

Super Tax Deduction for Research and 
Development project



Collaboration With Korean Game Developers
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Publishing Deals

Co-Development/Investment/O
utsourcing

Networking

Work with local game publishers in 
Indonesia to help localize, distribute, and 
build the community in Indonesia

Work with Indonesia game developers on 
a title together. Invest in Indonesia. Or 
outsource from Indonesian game 
company

Build relationships and knowledge sharing 
to improve both country capabilities on 
technical and business understanding on 
both countries



Local Industry Overview

Thank you.

agi.or.id
contact@agi.or.id
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